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What's New? 
• Version 1.0 - 17 November 2011 

o First Release 

Introduction 
IL-2 Modding has flourished since 2006 with modding tools from people such as QTim.  From AAA to 
AAS and SAS, several sub-groups have tried to put a method to the chaos that uncontrolled modding can 
cause a game/sim.  Such an effort is important in order to establish a common baseline so that a majority 
of the community can have compatible versions for on-line gaming.  SAS has taken the lead on the all-
important control of the flight model "buttons" file, which the manner to de-crypt and re-package is only 
known by a fairly small number of individuals who would like to keep some integrity in the IL-2 1946 
modding.  It is not an effort to keep creative talent away.  There are other MODs such as DiffFM which 
allow for new aircraft to use separate FM files; but if you want to be included in the overall catalogue of 
MODs in this community, all it takes is a little coordination. 
 
The most organized community is Team Daidalos, who has actually obtained a non-exclusive agreement 
with 1C/Maddox games so they can continue to extend IL-2 1946 with "semi-official" upgrade patches. 
 
There are several other communities which release very organized packs for the community, including a 
best sampling of all the Mods, new features, interfaces, and it is all done for free.  One of these is Ultra 
Pack (UP), which is a great solution if what you want is getting to the business of playing as opposed to 
tweaking and modifying your stable IL-2 installation.  It compiles the mods into encrypted and 
compressed SFS files, decreasing the time it takes IL-2 to load.  Best of all, UP tries to create major 
updates following Team Daidalos' new patch releases. 



 
A while back I created some Mods which added small features to IL-2 which I always wanted.  UP is 
flexible enough to allow you to add most Mods you want without messing their organized installation.  I 
repackaged these mods so that you can install them almost 100% with the UP-included Generic Mod 
Enabler (JSGME.exe), except for a little text "ini" file editing for the new flyables (only applicable if you 
have other aircraft mods already installed... if you have not added new aircraft since UP3RC4, then you 
don't have to do anything).  It also includes some mission content which you should enjoy and some little 
extras. 
 
By the way, Danzigzag/DZZ is just an alias for my work in the modding community, so when you see a 
DZZ or Danzigzag mod, it is just another name for me. 
 
By now you are tired of reading, so here is a summary of Contents of this addon: 

• New Mission Content 
o G-11 Glider Single Missions (from original AAA flyable MOD release) 
o Me-321 Glider Single Missions (from original AAA flyable MOD release) 
o Missing Missions From Original IL-2 Sturmovik And Demos Never Included In IL-2 1946 

Release (enhanced by me and released with permission from Oleg Maddox) 
• New QMB Content 

o New Map Template Content 
o Reset/Shortcut Templates for Speedy Mission Building 

• Flyable Aircraft MODs 
o IL-2I with updated weapons (in own slot) 
o IL-2T with updated weapons (in own slot) 
o IL-2 '1941 Field Mod. With Player Enabled Gunner (in own slot) 

 Requires latest SAS buttons file (included) 
o Ki-43 (Ia/Ib/Ic/II/II KAI) with updated weapons (in own slots) 
o Yak-9R Long Range Recon-Fighter (in own slot) 
o TB-3 (4M-17/4M-34R) Cargo/Troop/Paratrooper Transport (in own slots) 
o Fw-190D-9 ('44/'45) with updated weapons (in own slots) 
o Fw-190F-8/G-8 Mega Weapon Mod (in own slot) 
o DZZ MODs not included in this addon 

• Miscellaneous Content 
o QTim's First IL-2 Mod Ever:  JPEG Screenshots 
o Latest SAS buttons - v9.4, 3 November 2011 
o Latest ".ini" files to add the Mod content included 

Installation 

Requirements 
• A system currently running UltraPack 3.0 RC 4 (which requires IL-1946 upgraded to Team 

Daidalos patch 4.10.1) 
• Login with an account that has administrator privileges 
• Install 7-Zip (compression/de-compression) freeware from www.7-zip.org 

Preparation 
• If you have already created the #UP# folder in your IL-2 1946 directory, you can skip this 
• You must create the MOD enabling folder for UltraPack.  The easiest way to do that is to go to 

the directory where you have your downloaded UP installation, and find a file called  
" #UP#SampleFolder.rar" 

• Double-click " #UP#SampleFolder.rar", and 7-Zip will start 
 

www.7-zip.org


 
 

• Open Windows Explorer to your root IL-2 1946 folder; drag the  "#UP#" folder from 7-zip interface 
to the IL-2 1946 folder 

 

 
• You are now ready to enable MODs in your UltraPack installation 

Download 
• Download the SuperAddon 

from http://uberdemon.sushicereal.com/dzzmods/UP_UberDemonDZZ_SuperAddon0001.7z 

Decompress Files 
• Open Windows Explorer to your root IL-2 1946 folder; go to the "jsgmemods" directory 

 

 
 

http://uberdemon.sushicereal.com/dzzmods/UP_UberDemonDZZ_SuperAddon0001.7z


• In the directory you placed the SuperAddon file, double click 
"UP_UberDemonDZZ_SuperAddon0001.7z" 

 

 
• 7-Zip will open; you will notice several folders starting with "#UP#" and a PDF file, which is this 

document.  Select all files/folders 
 

 
 

• Drag all selected files/folders to the "jsgmemods" directory 
 



Install Mods 
• Start JSGME (If the icon is not in your desktop, go to IL-2 1946 root folder and right-click 

"jsgme.exe", then select Run as Administrator). 
 

 
• In GME: 

o Click #UP#_UberDemonDZZ_00SuperAddon0001, then click "≥" (This adds all the 
mission, QMB, and mod aircraft) 

 
o Click #UP#_UberDemonDZZ_01SASbuttonsOffline, then click "≥" (This adds the latest 

"buttons" FM file required for the IL-2 1941 Field Mod with Player Gunner (v 9.4 from 3 
Nov 2011); notice there is also an Online version, but start with Offline first, then you can 



change later) (NOTE: the "buttons" file is installed at [[drive]:\Program Files 
(x86)\Ubisoft\IL-2 Sturmovik 1946\#UP#\STD\gui\game]) 

 
o STOP AND READ THIS:  If to date, you have NOT added any new modded aircraft to 

your UltraPack 3.0 RC 4 installation, then you can proceed with this step:  Click 
#UP#_UberDemonDZZ_02Latest_INIs, then click "≥" (This adds proper "air.ini", 
"plane_ru.properties", and "weapons_ru.properties".) Skip the step below 

 
o ONLY IF YOU HAVE INSTALLED OTHER MODDED AIRCRAFT BEFORE THIS 

ADDON:  You will need to follow the instructions in the next subsection entitled "Adding 
Aircraft Manually" 

 
o If you would like for your IL-2 1946 screenshots to be smaller JPEGs instead of large 

TARGA files, then click #UP#_jpegScreenShots, then click "≥" (This is QTim's MOD, 
probably the very first mod for IL-2 1946) 

 
o You are now ready to start IL-2 and enjoy this addon.  Read or glance through this 

document to see what you got.  Explore new planes, new templates and new maps in 
QMB.  In Single Mission, look for new plane missions for Germany and USSR, and in 
Coop, look for new missions as well. 

Adding Aircraft Manually 
If you have added other aircraft mods to your UP 3.0 RC 4 installation, then you know that you will have 
to add the contents of 3 files manually: 

• [drive]:\Program Files (x86)\Ubisoft\IL-2 Sturmovik 1946\#UP#\STD\com\maddox\il2\objects\air.ini 
• [drive]:\Program Files (x86)\Ubisoft\IL-2 Sturmovik 1946\#UP#\STD\i18n\plane_ru.properties 
• [drive]:\Program Files (x86)\Ubisoft\IL-2 Sturmovik 1946\#UP#\STD\i18n\weapons_ru.properties 

 
To those files, add the content below, in the location of your choice (make sure "air.ini" and 
"plane_ru.properties" match as far as positioning; and for "weapons_ru.properties", just paste all of 
content in the end of file.  Then of course save them. 
 
air.ini 
 
Il-2_1941_Late_DZZMod air.IL_2_1941Late_DZZ              NOINFO  r01   SUMMER 
Il-2I_DZZMod      air.IL_2I_DZZ 1                               r01   SUMMER 
Il-2T_DZZMod      air.IL_2T_DZZ 1                               r01   WINTER  
TB-3_4M-17_T_DZZMod  air.TB_3_4M_17_T_DZZ 1                     r01   SUMMER  
TB-3_4M-34R_T_DZZMod air.TB_3_4M_34R_T_DZZ 1            NOINFO  r01   SUMMER  
Yak-9RLR_DZZMod   air.YAK_9RLR_DZZ 1                    NOINFO  r01   SUMMER  
Fw-190D-9_DZZMod  air.FW_190D9_DZZ 2                    NOINFO  g01   SUMMER  
Fw-190D-9_Late_DZZMod  air.FW_190D9LATE_DZZ 2           NOINFO  g01   SUMMER  
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod  air.FW_190F8_DZZ 2                    NOINFO  g01   SUMMER 
Ki-43-Ia_DZZMod   air.KI_43_IA_DZZ 2                            ja01  DESERT  
Ki-43-Ib_DZZMod   air.KI_43_IB_DZZ 2                    NOINFO  ja01  DESERT  
Ki-43-Ic_DZZMod   air.KI_43_IC_DZZ 2                    NOINFO  ja01  DESERT  
Ki-43-II_DZZMod   air.KI_43_II_DZZ 2                    NOINFO  ja01  DESERT  
Ki-43-II-Kai_DZZMod air.KI_43_IIKAI_DZZ 2               NOINFO  ja01  DESERT  
 
plane_ru.properties 
 
Il-2_1941_Late_DZZMod   Il-2 Fld Mod (Player Gunner),'41 
Il-2I_DZZMod         IL-2I (Wpn Mod),'43 
Il-2T_DZZMod         IL-2T (Wpn Mod),'43 
TB-3_4M-17_T_DZZMod  TB-3 4M-17 (Transport Mod),'33 
TB-3_4M-34R_T_DZZMod  TB-3 4M-34R (Transport Mod),'33 
Yak-9RLR_DZZMod      Yak-9R (Recce Mod),'43 
Fw-190D-9_DZZMod     FW-190 D-9 (Wpn Mod),'44 
Fw-190D-9_Late_DZZMod   FW-190 D-9 (Wpn Mod),'45 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod     FW-190 F-8/G-8 (Super Wpn Mod),'44 
Ki-43-Ia_DZZMod      Ki-43-Ia (Wpn Mod),'41 
Ki-43-Ib_DZZMod      Ki-43-Ib (Wpn Mod),'41 



Ki-43-Ic_DZZMod      Ki-43-Ic (Wpn Mod),'41 
Ki-43-II_DZZMod      Ki-43-II (Wpn Mod),'42 
Ki-43-II-Kai_DZZMod  Ki-43-II Kai (Wpn Mod),'43 
 
weapons_ru.properties (this is not necessary, but makes display neater) 
 
##################################################################### 
# Il-2I_DZZMod 
##################################################################### 
Il-2I_DZZMod.default                           Default 
Il-2I_DZZMod.2XFAB50                           2xFAB50 50Kg Bombs 
Il-2I_DZZMod.2XFAB100                          2xFAB100 100Kg Bombs 
Il-2I_DZZMod.2XFAB250                          2xFAB250 250Kg Bombs 
Il-2I_DZZMod.none                              Empty 
 
##################################################################### 
# Il-2T_DZZMod 
##################################################################### 
Il-2T_DZZMod.default                           Default 
Il-2T_DZZMod.1x45-12                           1xType 45-12 Torpedo 
Il-2T_DZZMod.4xRS82                            4xRS82 Rockets 
Il-2T_DZZMod.4xBRS82                           4xBRS82 Rockets 
Il-2T_DZZMod.4xRS132                           4xRS132 Rockets 
Il-2T_DZZMod.4xBRS132                          4xBRS132 Rockets 
Il-2T_DZZMod.t4xRS82                           1xTorpedo + 4xRS82 
Il-2T_DZZMod.t4xBRS82                          1xTorpedo + 4xBRS82 
Il-2T_DZZMod.t4xRS132                          1xTorpedo + 4xRS132 
Il-2T_DZZMod.t4xBRS132                         1xTorpedo + 4xBRS132 
Il-2T_DZZMod.none                              Empty 
 
##################################################################### 
# Ki-43-Ia_DZZMod 
##################################################################### 
Ki-43-Ia_DZZMod.default                        Default 
Ki-43-Ia_DZZMod.2X15                           2x15kg Bombs 
Ki-43-Ia_DZZMod.2XDT                           2xDrop Tanks 
Ki-43-Ia_DZZMod.none                           Empty 
 
##################################################################### 
# Ki-43-Ib_DZZMod 
##################################################################### 
Ki-43-Ib_DZZMod.default                        Default 
Ki-43-Ib_DZZMod.2X15                           2x15kg Bombs 
Ki-43-Ib_DZZMod.2XDT                           2xDrop Tanks 
Ki-43-Ib_DZZMod.none                           Empty 
 
##################################################################### 
# Ki-43-Ic_DZZMod 
##################################################################### 
Ki-43-Ic_DZZMod.default                        Default 
Ki-43-Ic_DZZMod.2X15                           2x15kg Bombs 
Ki-43-Ic_DZZMod.2XDT                           2xDrop Tanks 
Ki-43-Ic_DZZMod.none                           Empty 
 
##################################################################### 
# Ki-43-II_DZZMod 
##################################################################### 
Ki-43-II_DZZMod.default                        Default 
Ki-43-II_DZZMod.2X30                           2x30kg Bombs 
Ki-43-II_DZZMod.2X250                          2x250kg Bombs 
Ki-43-II_DZZMod.2XDT                           2xDrop Tanks 
Ki-43-II_DZZMod.none                           Empty 
 
##################################################################### 
# Ki-43-II-Kai_DZZMod 
##################################################################### 
Ki-43-II-Kai_DZZMod.default                    Default 
Ki-43-II-Kai_DZZMod.2X30                       2x30kg Bombs 
Ki-43-II-Kai_DZZMod.2X250                      2x250kg Bombs 
Ki-43-II-Kai_DZZMod.2XDT                       2xDrop Tanks 
Ki-43-II-Kai_DZZMod.none                       Empty 



 
##################################################################### 
# Yak-9RLR_DZZMod 
##################################################################### 
Yak-9RLR_DZZMod.default                        Default 
Yak-9RLR_DZZMod.none                           Empty 
 
##################################################################### 
# TB-3 4M-17 Transport 
##################################################################### 
TB-3_4M-17_T_DZZMod.default             Default 
TB-3_4M-17_T_DZZMod.2cargoa             2xCargo boxes 
TB-3_4M-17_T_DZZMod.4cargoa             4xCargo boxes 
TB-3_4M-17_T_DZZMod.6cargoa             6xcargo boxes 
TB-3_4M-17_T_DZZMod.1xagent             1xSpecial agent 
TB-3_4M-17_T_DZZMod.2xagent             2xSpecial agents 
TB-3_4M-17_T_DZZMod.3xagent             3xSpecial agents 
TB-3_4M-17_T_DZZMod.4xagent             4xSpecial agents 
TB-3_4M-17_T_DZZMod.30xpara             30xParatroopers 
TB-3_4M-17_T_DZZMod.none                Empty 
 
##################################################################### 
# TB-3 4M-34R 
##################################################################### 
TB-3_4M-34R_T_DZZMod.default            Default 
TB-3_4M-34R_T_DZZMod.2cargoa            2xCargo boxes 
TB-3_4M-34R_T_DZZMod.4cargoa            4xCargo boxes 
TB-3_4M-34R_T_DZZMod.6cargoa            6xcargo boxes 
TB-3_4M-34R_T_DZZMod.1xagent            1xSpecial agent 
TB-3_4M-34R_T_DZZMod.2xagent            2xSpecial agents 
TB-3_4M-34R_T_DZZMod.3xagent            3xSpecial agents 
TB-3_4M-34R_T_DZZMod.4xagent            4xSpecial agents 
TB-3_4M-34R_T_DZZMod.30xpara            30xParatroopers 
TB-3_4M-34R_T_DZZMod.none               Empty 
 
##################################################################### 
# Fw-190D-9_DZZMod 
##################################################################### 
Fw-190D-9_DZZMod.default               Default 
Fw-190D-9_DZZMod.dt                    1xDrop Tank 
Fw-190D-9_DZZMod.4xsc50                4xSC50 Bombs 
Fw-190D-9_DZZMod.4xsc70                4xSC70 Bombs 
Fw-190D-9_DZZMod.1xsc250               1xSC250 Bomb 
Fw-190D-9_DZZMod.1xab250               1xAB250 (SD2 Cluster Bombs) 
Fw-190D-9_DZZMod.1xsc500               1xSC500 Bomb 
Fw-190D-9_DZZMod.1xab500               1xAB500 (SD2 Cluster Bombs) 
Fw-190D-9_DZZMod.r1rocket              R1: 2xWfrGr-21 Rockets 
Fw-190D-9_DZZMod.dtrocket              R1: 2xRockets+Drop Tank 
Fw-190D-9_DZZMod.r14torp               R14: 1xTorpedo 
Fw-190D-9_DZZMod.none                  Empty 
 
##################################################################### 
# Fw-190D-9_Late_DZZMod 
##################################################################### 
Fw-190D-9_Late_DZZMod.default           Default 
Fw-190D-9_Late_DZZMod.dt                1xDrop Tank 
Fw-190D-9_Late_DZZMod.4xsc50            4xSC50 Bombs 
Fw-190D-9_Late_DZZMod.4xsc70            4xSC70 Bombs 
Fw-190D-9_Late_DZZMod.1xsc250           1xSC250 Bomb 
Fw-190D-9_Late_DZZMod.1xab250           1xAB250 (SD2 Cluster Bombs) 
Fw-190D-9_Late_DZZMod.1xsc500           1xSC500 Bomb 
Fw-190D-9_Late_DZZMod.1xab500           1xAB500 (SD2 Cluster Bombs) 
Fw-190D-9_Late_DZZMod.r1rocket          R1: 2xWfrGr-21 Rockets 
Fw-190D-9_Late_DZZMod.dtrocket          R1: 2xRockets+Drop Tank 
Fw-190D-9_Late_DZZMod.r14torp           R14: 1xTorpedo 
Fw-190D-9_Late_DZZMod.none              Empty 
 
##################################################################### 
# Fw-190F-8_DZZMod 
##################################################################### 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.default                       Default (F8:2x13mm+2x20mm) 



Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1xdt                          1xDrop Tank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.2xdt                          2xDrop Tanks 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.3xdt                          3xDrop Tanks 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.2xsc50                        2xSC50 Bombs 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.4sc50                         4xSC50 Bombs (Wings) 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.4xsc50center                  4xSC50 Bombs (Center) 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.6xsc50                        6xSC50 Bombs 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.8xsc50                        8xSC50 Bombs 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.2xsc50dt                      2xSC50+1xDroptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.4sc50dt                       4xSC50+1xDroptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.4xsc50center2dt               4xSC50+2xDroptanks 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1sc250                        1xSC250 Bomb 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1sc2502sc50                   1xSC250+2xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1sc2504sc50                   1xSC250+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1sc2502dt                     1xSC250+2xDroptanks 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.2sc250                        2xSC250 Bombs 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.2sc2504xsc50                  2xSC250+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.2sc250dt                      2xSC250+1xDroptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.3sc250                        3xSC250 Bombs 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1ab250                        1xAB250 (SD2 Bomblets) 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1ab2502sc50                   1xAB250+2xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1ab2504sc50                   1xAB250+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1ab2502dt                     1xAB250+2xDroptanks 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.2ab250                        2xAB250 Bombs 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.2ab2504xsc50                  2xAB250+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.2ab250dt                      2xAB250+1xDroptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.3ab250                        3xAB250 Bombs 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1sc2502ab250                  1xSC250+2xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.2sc2501ab250                  2xSC250+1xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1sc500                        1xSC500 Bomb 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1sc5002sc50                   1xSC500+2xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1sc5004sc50                   1xSC500+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1sc5002dt                     1xSC500+2xDroptanks 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1sc5002sc250                  1xSC500+2xSC250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1sc5002ab250                  1xSC500+2xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1ab500                        1xAB500 (SD2 Bomblets) 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1ab5002sc50                   1xAB500+2xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1ab5004sc50                   1xAB500+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1ab5002dt                     1xAB500+2xDroptanks 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1ab5002sc250                  1xAB500+2xSC250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1ab5002ab250                  1xAB500+2xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1sd500                        1xSD500 Bomb 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1sd5002sc50                   1xSD500+2xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1sd5004sc50                   1xSD500+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1sd5002dt                     1xSD500+2xDroptanks 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1sd5002sc250                  1xSD500+2xSC250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1sd5002ab250                  1xSD500+2xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1sc1000                       1xSC1000 Bomb 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1sc10002sc50                  1xSC1000+2xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1ab1000                       1xAB1000 (Bomblets) 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1ab10002sc50                  1xAB1000+2xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1pc1600                       1xPC1600 Bomb 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1sc1800                       1xSC1800 Bomb 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.r32mk103                      R3: 2xMK103 30mm Pods 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.r32mk103dt                    R3: 2xMK103+1xDroptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.r32mk1034xsc50                R3: 2xMK103+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.r32mk1031xsc250               R3: 2xMK103+1xSC250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.r32mk1031xab250               R3: 2xMK103+1xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.24xr4m                        24xR4M Rockets 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.24xr4mdt                      24xR4M+1xDroptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.24xr4m4xsc50                  24xR4M+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.24xr4m1xsc250                 24xR4M+1xSC250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.24xr4m1xab250                 24xR4M+1xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.2x21rock                      2xWfr.Gr21 Rockets 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.2x21rockdt                    2xWfr.Gr21+1xDroptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.2x21rock4xsc50                2xWfr.Gr21+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.2x21rock1xsc250               2xWfr.Gr21+1xSC250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.2x21rock1xab250               2xWfr.Gr21+1xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.14x21cm                       14x21cm Rockets 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.14x21cmdt                     14x21cm+1Droptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.14x21cm4xsc50                 14x21cm+4xSC50 



Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.14x21cm1xsc250                14x21cm+1xSC250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.14x21cm1xab250                14x21cm+1xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.12xpb2                        12xPB2 Rockets 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.12xpb2dt                      12xPB2+1Droptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.12xpb24xsc50                  12xPB2+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.12xpb21xsc250                 12xPB2+1xSC250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.12xpb21xab250                 12xPB2+1xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.14xpb2                        14xPB2 Rockets 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.14xpb2dt                      14xPB2+1Droptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.14xpb24xsc50                  14xPB2+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.14xpb21xsc250                 14xPB2+1xSC250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.14xpb21xab250                 14xPB2+1xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.16xpb2                        16xPB2 Rockets 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.16xpb2dt                      16xPB2+1Droptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.16xpb24xsc50                  16xPB2+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.16xpb21xsc250                 16xPB2+1xSC250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.16xpb21xab250                 16xPB2+1xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1xtorp                        R14/U14: 1xTorpedo 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.1xtorp2dt                     1xTorpedo+2xDroptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.2x4                           2xX4 AA Missiles 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.2x4dt                         2xX4+1xDroptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g8default                     Default (G8:2x20mm) 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81xdt                        (G8)1xDrop Tank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g82xdt                        (G8)2xDrop Tanks 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g83xdt                        (G8)3xDrop Tanks 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g82xsc50                      (G8)2xSC50 Bombs 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g84sc50                       (G8)4xSC50 Bombs (Wings) 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g84xsc50center                (G8)4xSC50 Bombs (Center) 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g86xsc50                      (G8)6xSC50 Bombs 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g88xsc50                      (G8)8xSC50 Bombs 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g82xsc50dt                    (G8)2xSC50+1xDroptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g84sc50dt                     (G8)4xSC50+1xDroptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g84xsc50center2dt             (G8)4xSC50+2xDroptanks 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81sc250                      (G8)1xSC250 Bomb 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81sc2502sc50                 (G8)1xSC250+2xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81sc2504sc50                 (G8)1xSC250+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81sc2502dt                   (G8)1xSC250+2xDroptanks 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g82sc250                      (G8)2xSC250 Bombs 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g82sc2504xsc50                (G8)2xSC250+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g82sc250dt                    (G8)2xSC250+1xDroptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g83sc250                      (G8)3xSC250 Bombs 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81ab250                      (G8)1xAB250 (SD2 Bomblets) 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81ab2502sc50                 (G8)1xAB250+2xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81ab2504sc50                 (G8)1xAB250+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81ab2502dt                   (G8)1xAB250+2xDroptanks 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g82ab250                      (G8)2xAB250 Bombs 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g82ab2504xsc50                (G8)2xAB250+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g82ab250dt                    (G8)2xAB250+1xDroptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g83ab250                      (G8)3xAB250 Bombs 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81sc2502ab250                (G8)1xSC250+2xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g82sc2501ab250                (G8)2xSC250+1xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81sc500                      (G8)1xSC500 Bomb 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81sc5002sc50                 (G8)1xSC500+2xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81sc5004sc50                 (G8)1xSC500+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81sc5002dt                   (G8)1xSC500+2xDroptanks 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81sc5002sc250                (G8)1xSC500+2xSC250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81sc5002ab250                (G8)1xSC500+2xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81ab500                      (G8)1xAB500 (SD2 Bomblets) 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81ab5002sc50                 (G8)1xAB500+2xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81ab5004sc50                 (G8)1xAB500+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81ab5002dt                   (G8)1xAB500+2xDroptanks 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81ab5002sc250                (G8)1xAB500+2xSC250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81ab5002ab250                (G8)1xAB500+2xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81sd500                      (G8)1xSD500 Bomb 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81sd5002sc50                 (G8)1xSD500+2xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81sd5004sc50                 (G8)1xSD500+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81sd5002dt                   (G8)1xSD500+2xDroptanks 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81sd5002sc250                (G8)1xSD500+2xSC250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81sd5002ab250                (G8)1xSD500+2xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81sc1000                     (G8)1xSC1000 Bomb 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81sc10002sc50                (G8)1xSC1000+2xSC50 



Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81ab1000                     (G8)1xAB1000 (Bomblets) 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81ab10002sc50                (G8)1xAB1000+2xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81pc1600                     (G8)1xPC1600 Bomb 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81sc1800                     (G8)1xSC1800 Bomb 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g8r32mk103                    (G8)R3: 2xMK103 30mm Pods 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g8r32mk103dt                  (G8)R3: 2xMK103+1xDroptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g8r32mk1034xsc50              (G8)R3: 2xMK103+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g8r32mk1031xsc250             (G8)R3: 2xMK103+1xSC250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g8r32mk1031xab250             (G8)R3: 2xMK103+1xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g824xr4m                      (G8)24xR4M Rockets 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g824xr4mdt                    (G8)24xR4M+1xDroptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g824xr4m4xsc50                (G8)24xR4M+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g824xr4m1xsc250               (G8)24xR4M+1xSC250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g824xr4m1xab250               (G8)24xR4M+1xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g82x21rock                    (G8)2xWfr.Gr21 Rockets 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g82x21rockdt                  (G8)2xWfr.Gr21+1xDroptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g82x21rock4xsc50              (G8)2xWfr.Gr21+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g82x21rock1xsc250             (G8)2xWfr.Gr21+1xSC250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g82x21rock1xab250             (G8)2xWfr.Gr21+1xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g814x21cm                     (G8)14x21cm Rockets 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g814x21cmdt                   (G8)14x21cm+1Droptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g814x21cm4xsc50               (G8)14x21cm+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g814x21cm1xsc250              (G8)14x21cm+1xSC250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g814x21cm1xab250              (G8)14x21cm+1xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g812xpb2                      (G8)12xPB2 Rockets 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g812xpb2dt                    (G8)12xPB2+1Droptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g812xpb24xsc50                (G8)12xPB2+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g812xpb21xsc250               (G8)12xPB2+1xSC250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g812xpb21xab250               (G8)12xPB2+1xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g814xpb2                      (G8)14xPB2 Rockets 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g814xpb2dt                    (G8)14xPB2+1Droptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g814xpb24xsc50                (G8)14xPB2+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g814xpb21xsc250               (G8)14xPB2+1xSC250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g814xpb21xab250               (G8)14xPB2+1xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g816xpb2                      (G8)16xPB2 Rockets 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g816xpb2dt                    (G8)16xPB2+1Droptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g816xpb24xsc50                (G8)16xPB2+4xSC50 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g816xpb21xsc250               (G8)16xPB2+1xSC250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g816xpb21xab250               (G8)16xPB2+1xAB250 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81xtorp                      (G8)R14/U14: 1xTorpedo 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g81xtorp2dt                   (G8)1xTorpedo+2xDroptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g82x4                         (G8)2xX4 AA Missiles 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.g82x4dt                       (G8)2xX4+1xDroptank 
Fw-190F-8_DZZMod.none                          Empty 
 
##################################################################### 
# Il-2_1941_Late 
##################################################################### 
Il-2_1941_Late_DZZMod.default                  Default 
Il-2_1941_Late_DZZMod.8xRS82                   8xRS-82 
Il-2_1941_Late_DZZMod.8xBRS82                  8xBRS-82 
Il-2_1941_Late_DZZMod.8xRS132                  8xRS-132 
Il-2_1941_Late_DZZMod.8xBRS132                 8xBRS-132 
Il-2_1941_Late_DZZMod.8xM13                    8xM-13 
Il-2_1941_Late_DZZMod.216xAJ-2                 4xAJ-2 Cassette 
Il-2_1941_Late_DZZMod.30xAO10                  30xAO-10 
Il-2_1941_Late_DZZMod.50xAO10                  50xAO-10 
Il-2_1941_Late_DZZMod.4xFAB50                  4xFAB-50 
Il-2_1941_Late_DZZMod.4xFAB50_8xRS82           4xFAB-50 + 8xRS-82 
Il-2_1941_Late_DZZMod.4xFAB50_8xRS132          4xFAB-50 + 8xRS-132 
Il-2_1941_Late_DZZMod.6xFAB50                  6xFAB-50 
Il-2_1941_Late_DZZMod.4xFAB100                 4xFAB-100 
Il-2_1941_Late_DZZMod.6xFAB100                 6xFAB-100 
Il-2_1941_Late_DZZMod.2xFAB250                 2xFAB-250 
Il-2_1941_Late_DZZMod.2xVAP250                 2xVAP-250 
Il-2_1941_Late_DZZMod.none                     Empty 

 
 



MOD Content 

1) New Mission Content 

1.1) Me-321 Glider Single Missions (Original release 1 January 2008) 
The Me-321 Glider Flyable Mod was the first Mod I released to the community under the danzigzag/DZZ 
brand name.  It has been included in just about every major pack release without credit, and without the 
three missions I created for the mod.  I have included the missions here.  The original release at AAA 
included a readme file and single player missions.  The content below is the original readme which 
provides tips for flying the plane and describes the missions.  After you install this Mod, you should be 
able to access the Me-321 missions under Germany in Single Mission: 
 
1 Jan 2008 
 
Me-321 Gigant Flyable Mod v1.0 
by danzigzag 
 
This MOD adds the Me-321 Gigant glider as a flyable plane, with all four gunner positions behaving correctly. 
 
The Me-321 is very hard to fly while under tow from its promary tower, the He-111Z-1.  It was not one of the released flyable planes 
from original IL-2 so the flight model is not complete, and simpler, since towing is not usually a player controlled function. 
 
When under tow, you have the following controls: 
- Rudder 
- Elevators 
- Flaps (use it to control speed!) 
- NO Ailerons! 
 
When you are about to take off, the plane slides.  There are 2 ways to reduce that effect: 
- Turn engine off and counter with rudder and/or... 
- Click Autopilot until the Me-321 starts to get airborne 
 
When you land, depending on landing location, your plane may start spinning.  To lessen that, turn off engine, and you may want to 
click autopilot temporarily. 
 
To detach while flying, click autopilot for a moment, then disengage again to regain control. 
 
When gliding down, you have full controls with ailerons included.  Gears and expendable rockets are dropped automatically.  The 
rockets get started automatically just like in the Ar-234. 
 
I have included 3 missions for your training which will be installed in the Single Player, Germany, Me-321 selection. 
- Miss#1: Air start under tow (He-111Z-1) with landing and "special forces' objectives (destroy trucks with guns)  
- Miss#2: Air start glide to resupply base while under attack by Gladiators  
- Miss#3: Take off training (with He-111Z-1) with landing in resupply base required  
 
 
Thanks: 
- MrJolly for AAA-site and installation 
- QTim for tools and teaching 
- PeaceLovinHippy & Lt.Wolf for work on Me-323 which I was able to "borrow" 
- Oleg & Co... without them, none of this would be possible 
 
Danzigzag 

1.2) G-11 Single Missions (Original release 6 January 2008) 
The G-11 Glider Flyable Mod was the second Mod I release to the community under the danzigzag/DZZ 
brand name.  Just like the Me-321, it has been included in just about every major pack release, but 
without credit or the original missions.  I have included the missions here.  The original release at AAA 
included a readme file and single player missions.  The content below is the original readme which 
provides tips for flying the plane and describes the missions.  After you install this Mod, you should be 
able to access the G-11 missions under USSR in Single Mission: 
 
6 Jan 2008 



 
G-11 Flyable Mod v1.0 
by danzigzag 
 
This MOD adds the G-11 glider as a flyable plane using the BI-1 cockpit due to its simplicity. 
 
The G-11 has a lot more pleasant handling than the Me-321, most likely due to the size difference.  Even under tow by its primary 
tugs, the Li-2 or Pe-8, it is more responsive than the 'Gigant'.  Like the Me-321, its flight model (FM) is most likely not complete, 
since towing was not meant originally as a player function. 
 
When under tow, you have the following controls: 
- Rudder 
- Elevators 
- Flaps (use it to control speed!) 
- NO Ailerons! (But there is a slight roll in the G-11.) 
 
When flying without a tug, you have full control.  Additionally, the FM in the G-11 is different from the Me-321 in the following 
manners: 
- Autopilot is available and can be used for both flight and takeoff. 
- Autopilot cannot be used to detach plane from tug. 
- There are 3 ways to detach from tug: 
---* Fly in a direction opposite to tug 
---* Plane will detach when tug is ready to land 
---* Plane will detach if tug conducts ground attack (GATTACK waypoint) 
 
The G-11 has great flying ability.  Observe following tips: 
- You can execute a full loop diving at 250Km/h or more 
- Do not approach 500Km/h, as your wings will break-off 
 
I have included 5 missions for your training which will be installed in the Single Player, USSR, G-11 selection 
- Msn N1: "Glider Club" Free Fall (Start rolling down from mountain) 
- Msn N2: Under Tow by Li-2 - Air Start 
- Msn N3: 3-Plane Formation Tow by Pe-8 - Air Start 
- Msn N4: Airfield Assault & Paratrooper Exercise - Takeoff Start 
- Msn N5: "Honor First!" - Glider Ram Attack - Air Start 
 
These missions show that this unarmed glider has a potential to really add some more enjoyment to the IL-2 series.  I hope you will 
try these missions. 
 
Thanks: 
- MrJolly for AAA-site and installation 
- QTim for tools and teaching 
- Oleg & Co... without them, none of this would be possible 
 
Danzigzag 

1.3) Missing Missions From Original IL-2 Sturmovik And Demos Never Included In IL-2 
1946 (Original release 21 January 2007) 
The IL-2 1946 release did not include the missions from original IL-2 Sturmovik patches (1.1 and 1.2), or 
the missions from the two IL-2 Demos.  I packaged them together (after some minor editing) and released 
them with permission from Oleg Maddox.  The original Readme below contains information about the 
missions.  Please do not follow the installation instructions below, since these missions will be installed as 
a part of this addon. 
 
UberDemon's Addon for IL-2 1946:  Missing Missions from original IL-2 Sturmovik & Demos 
By UberDemon / uberdemon@uberdemon.com / www.uberdemon.com 
v1.0, 21 Jan 2007 
 
 
Contents 
- Introduction 
- Installation 
- Mission Content 
- Bonus Content 
- Questions You May Have 
- Credits & Disclaimer 
 



 
Introduction 
When FB (Forgotten Battles) came out, it did not include the original content of IL-2 Sturmovik.  For that reason I designed the 
UQMM (UberQuick Mission Manager) module for UQMG with an option to transfer the original IL-2 content into FB/AEP/PF provided 
both are installed in the same hard-drive. 
 
Upon investigating IL-2 Sturmovik 1946 I found that all the original content of IL-2 Sturmovik is there.  All Single Player missions 
from the original release, and the 3 original semi-static campaigns are there as well (Russian "Fighter", Russian "Bomber", and 
German "Fighter").  Only the original Coops and the Add-on content is not there. 
 
Enjoy this taste of the past with improved graphics and simulator engine. 
 
 
Installation 
 [Content intentionally erased.] 
 
 
Mission Content 
Note that SP = Single Player Mission.  Below is a summary of the missions included in this add-on and which Aircraft folder they are 
located: 
 
Coop [11 Missions - all placed in "(IL-2 Original)" selection menu for Coop] 
- 5x Original IL-2 Coop missions (from release 1.0) 
- 5x Stuka based Coop missions (from 1.2 Add-on) 
- 1x Yak-9 based Coop mission (from 1.2 Add-on) 
 
Germany Single Player (9 Missions) 
- FW-190A-5:  4x FW-190A-5 SP missions (from 1.1 Add-on) 
- Bf-109E7Z:  1x Bf-109E7Z SP mission (from 1.2 Add-on) 
- Ju-87:  4x Ju-87B-2 SP missions (from 1.2 Add-on) 
 
USSR Single Player (5 Missions) 
- Yak-9:  4x Yak-9 & 1xYak-9D SP missions (from 1.2 Add-on) 
 
Enjoy these missions and note that the Coop missions include choices of planes that originally were not flyable in IL-2 Sturmovik, 
such as Bf-109E-4, Pe-2 and Ju-88A-4.  Outside of the Bi-1 mini-static campaign (1.1 Addon), which is not playable in IL-2 '46 as of 
now, and 3rd party developed missions, all content is now is available that spans the series from the first IL-2 Sturmovik release to 
IL-2 Sturmovik 1946.  This addon includes 14 SP missions and 11 Coop missions. 
 
 
Bonus Content 
I decided to include the SP missions that came with both Demo #1 and Demo #2 of IL-2 Sturmovik.  I edited those missions a 
couple of years ago and released them with many variations, but for the sake of this addon, I only included the original missions with 
my editing, which adds ground objects for more immersion, but does not change the original intent of the Demo missions. 
 
Demo#1 was originally leaked and released first in Russia.  It included 3 missions over Smolensk. German Single Player (1 Mission) 
- Bf-109G-2: 1xBf-109G-2 SP mission (from Demo 1) 
USSR Single Player (2 Missions) 
- IL-2:  1xIL-2M SP mission (from Demo 1) 
- P-39N-1:  1xP-39N-1 SP mission (from Demo 1) 
 
Demo#2 was a more polished release and included 12 missions over Crimea. 
German Single Player (4 Missions) 
- Bf-109G-2:  2xBf-109G-2 SP missions (from Demo 2) 
- Fw-190A-5:  2xFw-190A-5 SP missions (from Demo 2) 
USSR Single Player (8 Missions) 
- IL-2:  2xIL-2M SP missions (from Demo 2) 
- La-5FN:  2xLa-5FN SP missions (from Demo 2) 
- P-39N-1:  2xP-39N-1 SP missions (from Demo 2) 
- Yak-9T:  2xYak-9T SP missions (from Demo 2) 
 
Enjoy these missions as well.  In all, there are 15 missions, all of which I personally edited to make them more enjoyable with 
additional ground objects and details, but with all original intent.  So now you can enjoy all the sets of missions released by Oleg's 
team including the two Demos' content in a single installation of the IL-2 Sturmovik 1946. 
 
 
Questions You May Have 
Q:  Are there any changes to mission content?  (Addon and Originals) 
A:  No for the most part.  Missions were created for a different version, so as I detected any problems, I may have added a waypoint 
or something to make the mission behave better.  For the Demo missions, I update them to "FB/PF" standards with more ground 



objects, and I took a free approach to objectives, so you may get higher scores than usual depending on what you choose to do. 
 
Q:  Why did you edit the Demo missions? 
A:  When the first Demo came out, players complained about the lack of life and ground objects, so I figure why not give you the 
ones I worked hard on improving for you? 
 
Q:  Did you test all missions? 
A:  Yes 
 
Q:  What about the Dogfight Arenas and other coops? 
A:  DF Arenas that were release included improvements from the time the original beta to what you have today.  They are 
essentially the same with improvements.  In other words, you have all the original stuff from Demos to the latest release.  Same 
goes for coops except for the ones on the original IL-2 Sturmovik and addon 1.2. 
 
Q:  Where is the Bi-1 mini campaign by Luthier? 
A:  That campaign was released with addon 1.1, however it was built for a different flight model and does not behave as intended.  
This campaign if played in 1946 would simply not be representative of Luthier's intent.  In the future I'll try to re-write it with Luthier 
and Oleg's approval including tracks, but that is not my current priority. 
 
Q:  Can you make the briefings in another language? 
A:  Unfortunately after my hard-drive crashed, I lost a lot of files, and I don't have the time to go back and install original IL-2 and get 
them.  If anyone is willing to write Russian, German and French translations, I will include them. 
 
 
Credits & Disclaimer 
Use at your own risk.  This unnoficial addon is released by permission of Oleg Maddox.  Thanks to CRAZY IVAN (The "Terrible"... 
Moderator) from UbiSoft Forum for coordination.  Thank you to Oleg for allowing these missions to be released again, and thanks to 
Luthier for reviewing them. 
 
Upon Review, Luthier had several comments on the missions so I want to make it clear that this is an UNNOFFICIAL release of 
original content and edited content by permission of Oleg Maddox.  With this in mind note that: 
- All files are renamed in order to not conflict with any original IL-2 1946 or 3rd party content 
 
- Some briefings, particularly the Demo missions, have new text added, and some text has nothing to do with the missions, such as 
my comments.  The original Demo missions mention my UQMG software, and that is not an endorsement by Oleg or anything... 
they were there when I released the Demo missions and I did not go back and change them. 
 
- There is no Russian briefing, unfortunately. 
 
- Understand that these missions were originally written for the original IL-2 engine, and back then, you could not assign different AI 
levels to each plane in a flight, making the missions either very hard, or very easy.  Moreover there have been many improvements 
in the AI behavior, so the missions will not behave the same in IL-2 '46 version 4.071 as they did on IL-2 1.xx. 
 
- For the Demo missions, I took "artistic freedom" on two items:  ground objects, and front lines.  Some ground objects, at times, 
may coincide with a location where a plane may taxi, or they may be moving where a plane is taxing, causing possible problems.  
Some frontlines never existed in reality.  Bottomline is that Oleg is not responsible for them.

2) New QMB Content 

2.1) New Map Templates (New Release) 
Team Daidalos has done an outstanding job updating the Quick Mission Builder (QMB) in patch 4.10.1, 
allowing users to create their own Map templates under the [Drive]:\Program Files (x86)\Ubisoft\IL-2 
Sturmovik 1946\Missions\Quick directory/folder, and doubling the maximum number of aircraft possible in 
a mission from 32 to 64.  I added a few new templates for your enjoyment, and UberQuick Mission 
Generator (UQMG) users may recognize some features, because I used my application to aid me in the 
creation of  these templates. 
 
Although most templates only have the Head to Head (H2H) Air to Air combat mission for Red and Blue 
team, note that the scenery and ground environment is rich, with plenty of opportunities for ground attack 
and straffing. 
 
After you install this add-on, the maps will be available from QMB.  All of my templates start with "UD_" 
 
The templates/maps I am including are: 



• Online Islands (Clockwork Islands) 
o H2H Air Combat 

• Online Summer 1 & Winter 1 (Northwestern City) 
o H2H Air Combat 
o Ground Attack ("Armor") 
o Scramble (Both sides take off; enemy attacks ground) 

• Online Summer 2 & Winter 2 (Plains) 
o H2H Air Combat 

• Online Summer 3 (Channel) 
o H2H Air Combat (includes V-1 Flying Bombs from German side) 

• Online Summer 4 (Mountains) 
o H2H Air Combat 

• Online Summer 5 (Small Gulf of Finland) Version 1 (Note "+" below) 
o H2H Air Combat 
o H2T Air Combat 
o T2H Air Combat 

• Online Summer 5 (Small Gulf of Finland) Version 2 
o H2H Air Combat 

• Online Summer 6 (Square Valley Island) 
o H2H Air Combat 

• Online Summer 7 (Racing Islands) 
o H2H Air Combat 

• Online Summer 8 (Pacific Islands) 
o H2H Air Combat 

• Online Summer 8 (Pacific Islands w/ few trees) 
o H2H Air Combat 

 
(+) Note:  This template is an adaptation for my original template which I created but was never released.  
I eventually released it as a danzigzag/DZZ mod at AAA.  The original Readme is included below for your 
information, but currently only the Air Combat missions are ready for release. 
 
25 Dec 2007 
 
QMB Mod - Net5Summer (Small Finland Gulf) v1.0 
by danzigzag 
 
This MOD adds the Net5Summer map to QMB.  It includes all 4 types of missions for each side: 
- Air to Air 
- Armor/Ground Attack 
- Bridge 
- Airbase 
 
This templates has extra features and it is more fully "inhabited" than other templates.  If you do not select AAA defense, sometimes 
Ship AAA may still work.  This Template is not 100% faithful to history but it is meant to be played with the Soviets vs the Finnish. 
 
The templates were originally created by UberDemon (creator of UQMG) for potential inclusion in Forgotten Battles/Pacific Fighters, 
but the templates were never accepted.  The missions are varied, and fun, and specially if you have the IL-4/DB-3 and Morane 
Saulnier mods. 
 
Thanks: 
- MrJolly for AAA-site and installation 
- QTim for tools and teaching 
- UberDemon for originally creating templates 
- Oleg & Co... without them, none of this would be possible 
 
Danzigzag 

2.1) QMB Reset/Shortcut Templates for Speedy Mission Building (New Release) 
One of the things that I wish QMB did was to associate countries with aircraft types.  It gets tiring having 
to change from the default Germany and USSR every time QMB is reset, not to mention scrolling through 



the list of available planes.  For my use I created a few "reset" template "quick" missions that takes me to 
a starting point, setting all groups of a team to a preferred country with an airplane in the proper area of 
the aircraft list, diminishing some of the scrolling you have to perform. 
 
I created 24 reset templates which are available when you click the "load" button in QMB.  The 24 
templates are not all inclusive but include the major opponent matches from WW2, including Germany 
(DE), Japanese Army (JA), Japanese Navy (JN), Royal Navy (RN), USSR (RU), RAF (UK), US Navy 
(UN), and US Army Air Force (US).  When you load the templates they all go to the Smolensk map, so 
you need to pick the proper map. 
 
For example, if you pick "UD_Reset_Red_USvsJN.quick" that means you will load a reset template 
playable by the Allies (Red) in which the Allied team is the US Army Air Force, and the Axis (Blue) team is 
the Japanese Navy.  All Allied planes will be set to P-40s and all Axis planes are Zero's. 
 
NOTE:  I noticed one bug with this method.  If you use a Red reset template first, then you change the 
map, the planes go back to USSR vs. Germany.  The way to fix that is to load a Blue template first, then 
change the map.  When you check the planes you will notice the countries are the correct ones.  You can 
now load Red or Blue templates at will and you when you pick your map of choice the planes will retain 
the correct country.  You will need to do this every time you start IL-2 1946. 

3) Flyable Aircraft MODs 

3.0) Introduction 
Starting in 2009, I created and released a series of MOD packs under the danzigzag/DZZ alias/name for 
AAA (then AAS).  The objective of these mods was to do small additions to existing planes in the form of 
weapon updates.  In order not to interfere with original stock aircraft, all my mods used new slots, thus 
avoiding cheating and compromise of flight model and weapons.  Some of my original mods were 
included into large packs like the current UP3.0, but because they were incorporated from other Modder 
packs, you would not really know about them.  Obviously I am only including mods which were not 
incorporated in UP in this Add-on. 

3.1) IL-2I with updated weapons (Original Release 11 July 2009) 
This was the very first weapon mod I created, and I released it with the "DZZ New Slot A/C with Weapon 
Updates Pack v 1.0".  Information about the Mod is included below. 



 
IL-2I 
The IL-2I limited production and limited use fighter version of the IL-2 had the capability to carry bombs up to 250Kg in each of its 
two external weapon pylons (Reference: Gordon & Khazanov - Soviet Combat Aircraft of the Second World War).  This was never 
implemented in the original IL-2I in the IL-2 Sim series, so I created a copy of that airplane with the ability to carry bombs.  Although 
not confirmed, carrying bombs was a common practice amongst Soviet fighter units, and even in an imaginary scenario, it is not out 
of the realm of possibilities that the IL-2I would do the same, and become an efficient ground attack plane just like the other 
members of the IL-2 family 

3.2) IL-2T with updated weapons (Original Release 11 July 2009) 
This was the second weapon mod I created, and I released it with the "DZZ New Slot A/C with Weapon 
Updates Pack v 1.0".  Information about the Mod is included below. 
 

 
IL-2T 
The IL-2T Torpedo bomber retained the ability to carry up to four rockets (Reference:  IL-2 Object Viewer text).  This was never 
implemented in the original IL-2T in the IL-2 Sim series, so I created a copy of that airplane with the ability to carry rockets in 



addition or instead of torpedo. 

3.3) IL-2 '1941 Field Mod. With Player Enabled Gunner (Original Release 28 September 
2010) 
I always wanted to be able to play in the gunner position of this bird, but it was never incorporated into IL-
2, so I created this.  Information about the mod is included below.  The original release was posted at the 
SAS website and it was compatible with DiffMod, however for this add-on, it is compatible with the latest 
SAS "buttons" FM file (v 9.4) which is included with this add-on. 
 

Early in the history of the IL-2 single seater Sturmovik, a weakness was noticed besides the oil pan and maneuverability (compared 
to most fighters):  the lack of protection in the rear area.  A field modification was soon established with a gunner position with dual 
7.67mm MGs.  The problem was that the gunner himself was exposed, and easy to kill, but nevertheless the solution was welcomed 
by the pilots.  It is said that politically unpopular military personnel quickly found a new career as gunners in airplanes such as these.  
Turnaround was of course great... it was not until factory produced two seat IL-2s came about that the gunners were given better 
protection and also a larger caliber 12.7mm MG. 
 
The original series of IL-2, Forgotten Battles, Ace Extension Pack, Pacific Fighters, and 1946 always had this model included as 
flyable, but the gunner station was not enabled.  The extra work was simply something that the Maddox Games team simply did not 
have time to enable. 
I've had this since 2008, but was told by Mr. Jolly (from original All Aircraft Arcade) that someone else was working on it.  It's been a 
few years and I did not see this released, so I decided to rework the MOD and release it to the community. 
 
Details: 

• There are NO changes in the original IL-2 1946 release Flight Model (FM), except for me changing it to allow a second 
crew.  Outside of that, weapons, behavior, etc, is as intended. 

• I am no graphics artist, and I realize that the gunner station leaves a lot to be desired, to include the see-through spots... 
sorry for that, but if any of you 3D geniuses out there want to take a swing at it, please do so and I'll re-release this as V 
1.0 giving you proper credit!  WHATABARGAIN!!! 

 
Installation: 
[Content erased intentionally] 



 
Credits: 

• UberDemon/Danzigzag:  Programming, Slot Creation, Gunner Station adaptation, FM editing (to allow second human 
player), Packaging, Documentation, Download location 

• Thanks:  Maddox Games/1C/Ubisoft for original aircraft, skin, etc., QTim for teachings, all IL-2 community all over the 
world, UQMG users for support through the years 

• Disclaimer:  This mod will be available as long as Maddox Games/1C/Ubisoft is OK with it.  It was not made with any 
cheat-enabling features. Use at your own risk. Content subject to change at any time. 

 
Shameless Commercial: 

• UberDemon's UberQuick Mission Generator (UQMG) for IL-2 is old... but it is still works and it's free...  With exciting 
marketing like this, you will want to check out http://www.uberdemon.sushicereal.com/ 

 
Best Regards, 
UberDemon 

3.4) Ki-43 (Ia, Ib, Ic, II & II KAI) with updated weapons (Original Release 14 July 2009) 
The Ki-43 weapon modifications were released as "DZZ New Slot A/C with Weapon Updates Pack v 2.0".  
Information about these mods is included below. 
 

http://www.uberdemon.sushicereal.com/


Nakajima Ki-43 "Oscar" Series 
It is no news that when it comes to Japanese fighters of WW2, the Zero always steals the spotlight.  It was effective, feared, and like 
the Mustang, Spitfire, etc, it was darn good looking.  But the Japanese Army had an Air Force too, and the brunt of the fighter force 
used the nimble Ki-43 Hayabusa, the embodyment of Japanese fighter design:  light and very maneuverable.  This plane was the 
mount of Warrant Officer Bunichi Yamaguchi, who out of his 19 kills, got six 4-engined B-24 Liberators using the Ki-43... that is 
2x12.7mm guns vs. how many 50 cals? (Source:  Jenry Sakaida's "Aces of the Rising Sun 1937-1945") 
 
In the IL-2 Sim series, the Ki-43Ia (2x7.7mm MGs), Ki-43Ib (1x7.7mm+1x12.7mm MGs) and Ki-43Ic (2x12.7mm MGs) did not have 
any ordinance weapons, but in reality they all could carry small bombs and drop tanks, so I created copies of these planes with the 
ability to carry their historical loads.  For all the "I" series, the load consisted of either 2x15Kb bombs or 2xdroptanks.  (Source:  
Rene J. Francillon's "Japanese Aircraft of the Pacific War") 
 
For the Ki-43II and Ki-43-II KAI series, in the Sim they only had the option for 2x250Kb bombs, but they could also carry 2x30Kg 
Bombs or 2xdroptanks, and I also created MODS for these planes as well. (Source:  Francillon) 
 
Finally, captured Ki-43s were used by the French to fight off an insurgency led by Ho-Chi-Min in Indochina... a conflict that 
eventually escalated into the "Vietnam War".  I imagine the Ki-43 would be a good counterinsurgency platform, carrying anti-
personnel sized bombs, and having an armament suitable for low level strafing against soft targets. 
 
I hope you enjoy these planes as much as I do. 

3.5) Yak-9R Long Range Recon-Fighter (Original Release 19 July 2009) 
The Yak-9R was released as a part of "DZZ New Slot A/C with Weapon Updates Pack v 3.0" which had a 
reconnaissance theme and other aircraft.  I'll explain later why I did not include those Mods in this Addon.  
Information about this Mod is included below: 
 

 
Yak-9R Long Range Reconnaissance Fighter 
The Yak-9 was a flexible and respected series of fighters, and there were numerous variants.  The Yak-9 included the potential for a 



reconnaissance fighter, so experiments with the original Yak-9 were done by adding a camera to it.  Eventually the Yak-9D long 
range fighter was converted for long range reconnaissance.  Only the nose cannon was retained for armament, with the machine-
gun deleted to save weight.  35 Yak-9Rs were produced in the summer of 1943 and were tested operationally by the 48th Guards 
Air Regiment.  It was fast but its armament was found to be insufficient.  (As it is the case with most recon planes.) (Reference: 
Yefim Gordon & Dmitri Khazanov's "Soviet Combat Aircraft of the Second World War")

3.6) TB-3 (4M-17/4M-34R) Cargo/Troop/Paratrooper Transport (Original Release 22 July 
2009) 
The TB-3 weapon modifications were released as "DZZ New Slot A/C with Weapon Updates Pack v 4.0".  
Information about these mods is included below. 
 

Tupolev TB-3 
(Reference: Yefim Gordon & Dmitri Khazanov's "Soviet Combat Aircraft of the Second World War") 
 
The Tupolev TB-3 bomber entered service in 1931.  The first models used the M-17F engine which was a copy of the German 
BMW-VI.  In 1933, the TB-3 started to be fitted with the M-34R improved engine, which subsequently improved aircraft handling.  
Both models are represented in the IL-2 1946 Sim. 
 
The TB-3 was slow and vulnerable to modern fighters, so it was used as a heavy bomber only in the first year of the war.  TO avoid 
losses it was used to drop cargo via parachute (represented in this MOD).  It also earned its pay as a troop and paratrooper 
transport (it could handle 35 troops or 30 paratroopers - paratroopers are represented in this MOD). 
 
I also added the ability to drop 1 to 4 individual paratroopers...  for those special missions that required special personnel... 
 
NOTE: for Cargo and agent drops, open the bombay door.  For paratroopers that is not necessary. 
 
I hope you enjoy these planes as much as I do. 



3.7) Fw-190D-9 ('44/'45) with updated weapons (Original Release 9 August 2009) 
The Fw-190D-9 weapon modifications were released as "DZZ New Slot A/C with Weapon Updates Pack 
v 7.0".  Information about these mods is included below. 
 

 



 

Focke-Wulf Fw-190D-9 "Dora-9" 
(Reference:  Several, including Donald, Dressel, Green, Grensell, Griehl, Il-2 Object Viewer, and Weal) 
 
The Fw-190 was a great platform for adaptations and multiple use.  The Luftwaffe saw a need for the development of a medium to 
high altitude version of the Butcher Bird, and Kurt Tank saw the need of creating a stop-gap measure before the Ta-152 came 
online. 
 
The D series were developed from the A and F series and tested new power plants.  The end result saw the Fw-190 going from the 
reliable BMW radial to a Junkers Jumo 213 series inline engine.  The streamlined engine gave the new 190 a long nose, and the 
first series production, after several prototypes, came in the D-9 series, also called "Dora-9".  
 
Although there were losses in maneuverability and roll, the feedback from pilots was very positive, and the D-9 proved to be a match 
for the newer Spits and Mustangs.  Although the armament was fairly light (2x13mm MG131 + 2x20mm MG151/20, all firing through 
propeller arc), it was expected to mix up with bombers, and it was used by Schlachtgruppen as well. 
 
The D-9 was used in the "Schlacht" role, and at least (but possibly not all inclusive), the following units either had them in their 
inventory, or used them in the ground-attack role in 1945: 
* II./SG 10, Stab & II./SG2, SG77 (groups not identified), II./JG26 (John Weal included a famous picture of a bomb-carrying D-9 



flown by II./JG26 in "Luftwaffe Schlachtgruppen") 
 
MOD Details 
 (Reference:  Several, including Donald, Dressel, Green, Grinsell, Griehl, Gunston, Il-2 Object Viewer, and Weal) 
 
The main differences between the original 1944 and 1945 Dora-9's in the IL-2 series was the FM (addition of the simpler MW50 fuel 
injector accessed by the 'W' key) in the later version.  Due to limitations on the current modding software, both share the same 
cockpit.  You will notice that the original 1945 D-9 has only a slight change in the reticle and the frontal brown leather part of the 
sight. 
 
Fans of the D-9 have for years asked for weapon loads, which none were available until now, albeit using the rack available to the A 
and F series as opposed to the shorter ETC 504. 
 
NOTE on AMMUNITION:  The original models had 750 rounds per gun in the 13mm MG131 but I have not found anything that 
supports that, so I reduced the ammo in the 13mm guns to the historical 475 rounds per gun, which after checking over 5 references 
in books from different authors, I am going with that. 
 
Documentation from several sources and detailed by the Object Viewer state the ETC504 can handle up to 500Kg Load, or Drop 
Tank, or 4xSC50 or 4xSC70 with ETC4 adapter.  From that I include: 
* 1xDrop Tank 
* 4xSC50 or SC70 
* 1xSC250 or AB250 
* 1xSC500 or AB500  
 
The D-9 was also supposed to engage bombers, and according to Joachim Dressel and Manfred Griehl, it could handle rockets as 
the A and F series: 
* "R 1 'Fw 190 D-9 with special armament' (two 21cm rocket launchers)" (quoted) 
* I have added the ability to carry a drop tank in addition to the R1, as it would have been within the airframe handling capabilities. 
 
Robert Grinsell stated that the F-8 was used extensively in the test of Torpedoes, and according to Dressel and Griehl, the D-9 was 
also configured as: 
* "R 14 Torpedo carrier with unit bomb-rack 504 and Schloss 301 launcher for LT 1B aerial torpedo or BT 1000" (quoted) 
 
The same authors further stated "The Fw 190 D-12 could also serve as a torpedo launcher for the D-9 series which was coming to 
an end."  They also mentioned that the Fw-190D-12/R14 was the replacement to the Fw-190D-9/R14 using also the ETZC504 
(Schloss 301) rack and adapter. 
 
...so I felt fairly comfortable including this version which can be used for tests, and "what if" scenarios. 
 
 
I hope you enjoy these planes as much as I do. 

3.8) Fw-190F-8/G-8 Mega Weapon Mod (Original Release 18 August 2009) 
The Fw-190F-8 (& G-8) weapon modifications were released as "DZZ New Slot A/C with Weapon 
Updates Pack v 8.0".  This was by far the one mod I put my heart into as far as research.  I got some 
criticism for it, as it is usually the case, because you can't please everyone.  I leave you with this... if IL-2 
1946 introduced the Lerche, and made it flyable... a concept about as crazy as anything else, I feel pretty 
comfortable with this mod which intent was to provide historical, and experimental uses of the Fw-190, 
even if conducted only sparsely.  Note that there are different adaptations of the F-8 and G-8 in UP 3.0, 
and this is simply an inclusion because it provides some additional choices.  Information about this mod is 
included below. 
 





 



Focke-Wulf Fw-190F-8 and G-8 
The Focke-Wulf F-190 was an extremely important part of the Luftwaffe during WW2.  Not only was it feared as a fighter and 
interceptor, it was also deadly as a ground attack aircraft and tactical bomber, allowing so many variations that even Kurt Tank, the 
Fw-190 designer, was constantly surprised at what the Fw-190 could do. 
 
It was obvious that the 190 was an efficient ground attack aircraft from all the different variations observed on the different A-series.  
It had a decent set of guns, and it could carry a respectable amount of weapon loads.  The biggest obstacle to overcome was 
providing more armour to the planes in order to protect the pilot.  The first one to appear was the G series (not the F series), and it 
also provided for long range missions via drop tanks.  The F series also came into production, and it incorporated ALL strength and 
armor features of the G series. 
 
The most notable difference between the F and the G series was in the gun setup.  Whereas the F-series incorporated the upper 
machine guns (MGs) and the wing root cannons (MG151/20 20mm fast firing cannons), the G-series only incorporated the wing root 
cannons.  For the F-8 series, the MGs were the 13mm MG131.  The G series was also supposed to be a longer range version, so 
pylons were wet to allow for droptanks. 
 
The F-8 & G-8 were introduced in 1944, and they were both based on the Fw-190A-8.  As the war drew to an end, necessity and 
lack of supplies, the F-8 and G-8 series were used interchangeably, with parts from one model being used in another, and 
eliminating a whole lot of differences on options between the two versions.  For example, the F-8 were often fitted with drop tanks 
just as the G-8s.  The MGs could conceptually be installed or removed in the field if necessary. 
 
Something else that is observed from several sources is that even though particular members of one series were configured for a 
particular load (such as F-3 or G-1), the F-8 and G-8 practically used all loads from previous versions, to include the enormous 
SC1800 1800Kg bomb.  Furthermore, just like the other members of the Fw-190 family, the F-8 and G-8 were perfect for different 
weapon configurations and tests. 
 
To note, the F-8 was used extensively for: 
* Rocket tests 
* Torpedo tests (and use, with KG200) 
* X-4 Air to Air missile (3x F-8s were used in the tests) 
* and other special weapons 
 
MOD Details 
I took my time researching this MOD, and this has turned out to be my favorite so far.  I am an Fw-190 fan.  I have always felt that 
the F-8 in the IL-2 series had a lot more potential as a weapon carrier than as presented in the simulator. 
 
In about three weeks of research, I came up with the mod you see here, and truly hope you enjoy it.  After finding about the 
similarity and exchangeability of the F-8, and G-8, I decided to double up the number of weapon load options by duplicating every 
load of the F-8 in the G-8 (with root cannons only).  Instead of generating another slot, I just included all the weapon loads in the 
same aircraft. 
 
Also, big thanks to Mr.Jones for his modelling tools.  I am more of a programmer than a designer, but his tools allow me to create 
more interesting mods - albeit at longer intervals. 
 
REFERENCES 
References used for this MOD include magazines, internet sources, and a partial list of books listed below: 
* 1C/Maddox Games - IL-2 1946 Object Viewer Text 
* Angelucci, Matricardi & Pinto "Complete Book of World War II Combat Aircraft" 
* Bishop (Ed) "The Encyclopedia of Weapons of World War II" 
* Donald (Ed) "Warplanes of the Luftwaffe" 
* Dressel & Griehl "The Luftwaffe Album" 
* Eden (Ed) "The Encyclopedia of Aircraft of WWII" 



* Ford "Germany's Secret Weapons in World War II" 
* Green "Warplanes of the Third Reich" 
* Green & Swanborough "The Complete Book of Fighters" 
* Grinsell & Watanabe "Focke-Wulf Fw-190" 
* Gunston & Wood "Hitler's Luftwaffe" 
* Hogg "German Secret Weapons of the Second World War" 
* Miranda & Mercado "Secret Wonder Weapons of the Third Reich - German Missiles 1934-1945" 
* Mondey "Axis Aircraft of World War II" 
* Weal "Luftwaffe Schlachtgruppen" 

3.9) DZZ MODs not included in this add-on 
As I have mentioned before, I only included mods which were not included in UP3.0.  Several of my prior 
mods were incorporated into packs released by other authors, such as the ultimate Hurricane and Bf-109 
mod packs.  In some cases, they incorporated my modifications as weapon loads, or they made 
significant improvements.  The biggest exception is the Fw-190F-8/G-8.  That one I believe includes 
certain features which would please some players, so I decided to include it.  Below are former mods I 
created which were already incorporated into UP3.0. 
 
DZZ 
Pack 

Release Date Mod Method of incorporation into UP3.0RC4 

3.0 19 July 2009 Bf-109F-5 Recon-Fighter Included as weapon loads for Bf-109F-4 
3.0 19 July 2009 Bf-109F-6 Recon-Fighter Included as weapon load for Bf-109F-4 
3.0 19 July 2009 Bf-109G-8 Recon/Multi Role UP versions much better, included as standalone and weapon loads 
3.0 19 July 2009 Bf-109F2/U1 Adolph Galland UP version much better with graphical bump for MG131s 
5.0 27 July 2009 Hurricane IIb Included in UP3.0 with minor changes 
5.0 27 July 2009 Hurricane IIb Field Mod Included in UP 3.0 in original DZZ mod format 
5.0 27 July 2009 Hurricane IIc Included in UP 3.0 with improvements 
6.0 2 August 2009 Bf-109G-10 UP versions much better organized 
6.0 2 August 2009 Ju-87R-2 UP has its own version with better historical loads 

4) Miscellaneous Content 

4.1) QTim's First IL-2 Mod Ever:  JPEG Screenshots 
You have the choice to enable this mod from JSGME.  QTim was the first one to make tools available for 
modding IL-2.  He taught me a lot about Java Programming, and I thought it was only fitting to make 
arguably the first IL-2 Mod available here.  With this mod, instead of large TARGA/TGA screenshots, you 
get more size manageable JPEGs.  Very useful for posting on the Internet. 

4.2) Latest SAS buttons - v9.4, 3 November 2011 
SAS~Cirx was gracious enough to include the required FM file into the latest "buttons" file to enable the 
IL-2 Field Mod with Player Gunner.  You will need to enable it in JSGME after you enable the main 
addon.  The version here is v9.4, 3 November 2011.  Note you have the ability to choose between the 
offline and the online versions. 

4.3) Latest ".ini" files to add the Mod content included 
These are the required changes to "air.ini", "plane_ru.properties" and "weapons_ru.properties" (This last 
file is not necessary, but it contains better formatted text for weapon options.) 
 
IMPORTANT: 
1. If you have not added any additional aircraft since you installed UP 3.0, then you can just enable this 
mod in JSGME; keep in mind any additional planes after this mod will require manual editing. 
2. If you have added additional aircraft to UP 3.0 and now you want to install this add-on, you will need to 
add the aircraft in this mod manually to your existing "air" and "plane" files.  Follow the method in the 
installation section. 

General Tips 
Below are some settings in "conf.ini" in the IL-2 root folder that you may want to change:  



 
[game] 
Arcade=0 
HighGore=1 
3dgunners=1 
 

• Arcade: 0 for normal play, 1 for sillier play with comic book speak and think boxes 
• HighGore: 0 for no blood in certain cockpits, 1 for blood in certain cockpits, like the He-111 series 
• 3dgunners: 0 to show certain ground objects without humans, 1 to show humans 

Solutions To Common Problems 

Error: "Mesh 3do/humans/Paratroopers/Russia/mono.sim not created" 
It is due to lack of memory.  Use newer EXEs and possibly force Virtual RAM to 4GB 
 
This may also help: 
In the [Render OpenGL] section of "conf.ini", change 
TexFlags.TexCompressARBExt=1 
TexCompress=0 to TexCompress=2 
 
If you change settings through setup you may need to re-do the above in conf.ini. 

For Wide Screen 
Enable MOD (Widescreen or Widescreen/Haken) in JSGME, then enter the screen resolution manually in 
conf.ini, as indicated in the example below.  If you don't you will get a distorted image during 3D play.  
Remember to configure your monitor's display property to expand according to resolution, as opposed to 
automatically filling the screen. 
 
[window] 
width=1440 
height=900 
 
If you change settings through setup you may need to re-do the above in conf.ini 

To Free Up Resources in your PC and have smoother game play 
I recommend using Game Booster, from IObit.  It is free, and found at: 
http://www.iobit.com/gamebooster.html 

Problems Saving Files in Window 7 when they are in the "Program Files" 
directories? 
Does the Save As dialog always come up?  Win 7 considers those directories to be protected, and you 
have to enable several procedures, such as being in hidden admin mode, etc in order to have full access.  
There are two ways to overcome that: 
 
(1) Copy original file (such as conf.ini) to your Desktop, edit, then copy file into original location (You will 
have to confirm you want to do that.) 
 
(2) Copy a shortcut to Notepad/WordPad to your desktop.  Right-click on the icon and "Run as 
administrator."  Open file you want to edit.  You will be able to save it. 



Miscelaneous Map Crashes and low FPS: 
From StG77_HaDeS:  You should ALWAYS Consider to utilize more memory and NOT enable the STC 
compression which result in poor graphics performance.  Best settings: 512MB memory and enable 4GB 
address space.  [In conf.ini [window], set StencilBits=0]. 

Glossary 
AAA All Aircraft Arcade 
AAS All Aircraft Simulations 
COD Cliffs of Dover 
DCG Dynamic Campaign Generator 
DGen Dynamic Generator 
DZZ danzigzag / UberDemon 
FM Flight Model 
H2H Head to Head 
H2T Head to Tail 
M4T Mission For Today 
MM MissionMate 
MOD Modification 
NGen Network Generator 
QMB Quick Mission Builder 
QMT Quick Mission Tuner 
Sim Simulator 
T2H Tail to Head 
UP UltraPack 
UQMG UberDemon's Quick Mission Generator 
WW2 World War Two - the Second World War 

Credits 
• UberDemon (aka danzigzag):  All original mission content, all QMB templates, all programming, 

FM, compiling, mod design and concept, research, minor graphical and 3D editing, mod 
packaging, creation of this document; cosmetic editing of original missions from IL-2 patches 1.1 
and 1.2, as well as Russian IL-2 Demo, and Official IL-2 Demo 

• Oleg Maddox/Luthier/1C/Maddox Games/UbiSoft:  IL-2 Sturmovik, Forgotten Battles, Aces Pack, 
Pacific Fighters, IL-2 Sturmovik 1946 

• QTim:  modding tools and teachings, JPEG Mod 
• SAS~CirX: buttons file management and creation 
• Team Daidalos:  IL-2 1946 post 1C & Ubisoft production patches 
• UltraPack Team:  UltraPack for IL-2 1946 
• SAS:  All sorts of good things 
• Mr. Jones:  Graphical modeling tool 

Thank You 
• Oleg Maddox: Il-2 Creator, and well, a god of flight sim, really, in a totally non-religious way, but 

possibly a little religious 
• Luthier:  We all know who Ilya Shevchenko is... the most dedicated Il-2 fan(atic) in the world, who 

became Oleg's right-hand man 
• Team Daidalos:  For keeping the (arguably) best WW2 Combat Flight Sim, ever alive... EVER! 
• SAS~CirX:  For relentless support to the community and unified buttons file management 
• QTim:  For teachings, tools, and opening a whole new world to the IL-2 community with his 

modding tools 



• Kegetys:  For a reasonable if not reserved, but most creative approach to Modding IL-2 
• MrJolly:  For starting AAA and the IL-2 Modding community 
• Paul Lowengrin:  For his incredible Dynamic Campaign Generator (DCG) 
• Paul Starshoy:  Who first brought dynamic campaigns to IL-2 with DGen, and then NGen 
• CrazySchmidt:  or Ian, for MissionMate a powerful and innovative mission creator tool 
• Shift_E: For QMT; a brilliant mission editing tool 

Links 
1C Forums http://forum.1cpublishing.eu 
AAS  http://allaircraftsimulations.com 
COD  http://il2sturmovik.ubi.com 
DCG  http://www.lowengrin.com 
GameBooster http://www.iobit.com/gamebooster.html 
Kegetys http://www.kegetys.net 
M4T  http://www.mission4today.com 
QTim  http://www.timqwerty.narod.ru 
SAS  http://www.sas1946.com 
UberDemon http://uberdemon.sushicereal.com 
UltraPack http://ultrapack.il2war.com 

Contact 
uberdemon_at_uberdemon.suchicereal.com.no_spam 
Substitute [_at_] for [@], and remove [.no_spam] 
 

http://forum.1cpublishing.eu/
http://allaircraftsimulations.com/
http://il2sturmovik.ubi.com/
http://www.lowengrin.com/
http://www.iobit.com/gamebooster.html
http://www.kegetys.net/
http://www.mission4today.com/
http://www.timqwerty.narod.ru/
http://www.sas1946.com/
http://uberdemon.sushicereal.com/
http://ultrapack.il2war.com/
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